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Disclosures/Affiliations

• VP-Distinguished R&D Fellow, Takeda (employer)

• Lecturer, Department of Biomedical Informatics, HMS

• Adjunct Fellow, American Enterprise Institute, 
Washington, DC

Note: the views expressed in this talk reflect my own, 
personal perspectives, and may not reflect (and should not be 
assumed to represent) the views of any of the above 
organizations.



Focus: emerging technologies in medicine

Genetics Gene Therapy Stem Cell Biology

Digital Health AI Synthetic Biology



Today
• Brief vignette: the arc of molecular medicine

• Discussion of the challenge of calibrating expectations for 
emerging technologies; process typically includes:

– Initial extravagant expectations

– Hype, hope, disappointment, disillusionment

– Eventual realization of tangible, often profound, impact

• Takeaway: emerging tech powerful but impact rarely immediate
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Vignette: Molecular Medicine

Sydney Brenner

1982: With complete 
DNA sequence and a 
big enough computer, 
you can “compute the 
organism”

Walter Gilbert

1991: With complete 
human genome, “We’ll 
know what it is to be 
human”

Richard Lewontin

(1992)

“FETISH…An inanimate object 
worshipped by savages on 
account of its supposed inherent 
magical powers, or as being 
animated by a spirit. (OED)”
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A DNA Sequence Is Not A Drug 
(after Brown & Goldstein, JCI) 

J. Clin. Invest. 99:2803 (1997)
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2001 Cancer Hope: Genome + Gleevec

(2001)



2008 Cancer Despair

We Fought Cancer…And Cancer Won.
After billions spent in research and decades of hit-or-miss 
Treatments, it’s time to rethink the war on cancer.

Advances Elusive in the Drive to Cure Cancer
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But then… A New Hope

(2013)
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Abundant opportunities in biology 
Tremendous biomedical and investor excitement around
 - Gene therapy
 - Cell therapy
 - Gene editing/CRISPR
 - Imaginative combinations – engineering cells, dialing in and 
out features and capabilities in shockingly audacious fashion
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Golden Age?

NYT June 23, 2023



Calibrating Expectations For Technology



Emerging technology often 
characterized by extremes…

July 10, 2023



…Yet there is also the demonstrated 
possibility of life-altering progress
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Why Technology (Should) Matter
• Powerful new technologies can radically change science

• Impact of: the microscope, the telescope, the calculus, the computer 
(see Phase Change [2003], Douglas Robertson)

• New technologies enable us to ask different questions, improve 
understanding of nature

• “Progress in science depends upon new techniques, new discoveries, 
and new ideas – probably in that order.” – Sydney Brenner

• Point: good reason for health scientists to be interested, not just the 
“neomania” Taleb critiques (Antifragile, 2012)
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Technology Does Not Arrive Ready To Go
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Source: Technological Revolutions and Financial Capital by Carlota Perez (Edward Elgar, 2002)

Prof. Perez



Example of steam to electricity transition
• Steam-powered factories built single source of power, in 3D

• Swapping electricity into same design -> minimal impact

• Reconfiguring design of factory -> huge impact

– Took years to figure out

– Done mostly by new/emerging industries & new leaders

– Very tough for legacy companies w/sunk costs to adjust 

Sources: Brynjolfsson & McAfee, Second Machine Age, 2014; Paul A. David, “The Dynamo and the Computer,” Amer Econ Rev, 1990.
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Invention vs Implementation

Benz Patent Motor Car, 1886
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Invention vs Implementation

German road, late 19th Century SF Highway system today



Implementation Not Instantaneous

“The distinction between invention and 
implementation is critical and too often 
ignored.”

“75-95% of the productivity gains from 
many major new technologies were 
realized only after decades of 
improvement in the implementation.”

     - James Bessen, Learning by Doing 

Hat-tip: Dr. Kevin Horgan



Implementation Takes Time, Lead Users
• Bessen: “Major new technologies typically go through long 

periods of sequential innovation.”

• Gordon: “Most of the benefits to individuals [of transportation 
innovations] came not within a decade of the initial innovation, 
but over subsequent decades as subsidiary and complementary 
sub-inventions and incremental improvements became 
manifest.”

• Von Hippel: Key to application of many technologies are “lead 
users,” practitioners keen to apply a promising approach to a 
pressing problem with which they’re actively wrestling



Bottom line:
• We’ve lived through the hope, disappointment, and rebirth of the 

(ongoing) revolution in biology and molecular medicine

• We’re now living through the early days of the digital revolution in 
medicine

• No one knows how new tech will play out – Edison expected 
phonograph might be used to record wills and sermons

• Figuring out new technology is difficult, time-consuming, and requires 
iterative innovation, engaged lead users

• New technologies ultimately powerful tools for medicine



Reminder: things are getting better

(Displayed for context; multifactorial)

(H1N1)

(COVID)



“The new needs friends.”
 
– Anton Ego, Ratatouille (Pixar, 2007)
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